
Subject: Definition of "Point Wh0ring"
Posted by Rikkie on Fri, 02 May 2003 19:42:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

    I am a point wh0re, Yes don't be shocked, I admit it. When i am in a big server I play for ladder
only, don't care about my own base and just keep pounding on that building that won't get
destroyed to become MVP!!!

oke oke all shocked? Now I will explain why   . I always play in small servers because there is the
only chance on some teamwork. I am a very good player and I know all the tricks, have very much
experience and mostly become MVP or nr 1 of the team. But in small games you can't get any
ladder points and I don't really care abour rank however I like to have it below 2500 or something
like that. So sometimes I go into big servers, and be the biggest point wh0re ever born. (once i
was in a game with another point whore (shaft1) and everytime when his MRLS hitted the building
he was in front and when my rockets hitted the building I was nr.1. There were only a few minutes
left so i drove my MRLS in front of his and blocked his rockets :D:D he got angry and told me i
was not a teamplayer. Lol i agreed totaly :P:P)
Point wh0ring is actually the only thing I can do in large servers because on my p800 my fps is 5.
So sniping fails although in small games i am a very good sniper. Not as good as the real sniper
pro's but just below that. All other complicated things fail 2 because of my fps. My highest 
rank ever is 180 and i used to have it around 500 but I got so sick of that fps that i play less and
less in big servers so now it's most of the time around 2000. When i get my new pc I promise I will
not be a point wh0re anymore :D:D

Clanleader Of the TFF CLAN
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